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HTML Email 
Process 
Overview
This document is an overview that outlines the typical 
stages and appoximate number of days for an HTML 
Email project. All vary of course, but this aims to 
set out the process and highlight where potential 
pitfalls and opportunities. Understanding this process 
helps us and our clients work together better, avoid 
misunderstandings and create stunning work.
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01
Brief

02
Questions

03
Admin

04
Content

05
Creative

06
Opinion

07
Approval

08
Build

09
Proof 01

10
Proof 02

15
Sign off

16
Quality

17
Finnished

23
Review

Key messages, 
audience, 
number of 
pages, printed 
quantity

Clarification 
and questions

Estimate, 
schedule, 
production 
spec PO or 
order

Provide 
proofread 
content to 
insert

Explore three 
concepts, 
cover and 
spread

Listen to 
feedback and 
comment

Revised 
designs for 
approval

HTML building

First full proof 
delivered. 
Feedback by 
client

We will revise 
as instructed 
or advise 
against unwise 
suggestions

Written sign off 
from client

Internal quality 
check

Ready to edit 
files

Happy? Tell us 
what you think

Key: Client action       Navig8 Action      Risk        Opportunity    Days (working) are approximate and Dependant on document size and client response times

Milestone 2 days  1 days

Milestone 1 day MilestoneMilestone 1 days 3 day 1 day

1 day 2 days 1 days2 days

1 day

An 
inadequately 
detailed 
brief slows 
production 
and increases 
the risk of 
not receiving 
what you had 
hope for.

We can help 
harness your 
messages 
and advise on 
an engaging 
structure.

We will deliver 
what you asked 
for, something 
else to consider 
and something 
you have never 
dreamed of.

We collaborate 
with you to 
give you the 
best solution. 
Opinons are 
great, but a 
single vision 
will deliver 
the strongest 
results. Mixing 
concepts is 
never a good 
idea.

Everything 
must be 
checked 
thoroughly, 
any errors 
beyond sign 
off are not the 
responsibility 
of the agency.

Milestone 4 days


